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Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
It is my pleasure to recommend Andrew Morris as an excellent candidate for the postdoctoral 
researcher position in the LHCb Group at the Centre de Physique des Particules de 
Marseille (CPPM) and Aix-Marseille University (AMU). Based on my ten years of 
postdoctoral experience working with, and supervising, PhD students across Europe, I suggest 
that you seriously consider his application.  
 
I have been working closely with Andrew on his data analysis topic during the course of his 
PhD, the study of time-dependent CP-violation using B0->Dpipi decays at LHCb. The analysis 
team consists of six members, where Andrew should be considered as the lead analyst and 
future contact author for the forthcoming publication. The analysis is currently under internal 
review and we are pushing to reach publication by the end of the summer. This measurement 
is a complex and ambitious analysis that would have posed a significant learning curve and 
challenge for any student or postdoc, Andrew has faced this admirably. He is involved in most 
parts of the analysis, leading the data processing and selection studies, performing the 
invariant mass fits to select signal candidates, making contributions to the C++ based fitting 
framework Laura++ that are required to perform the multi-dimensional time-dependent 
analysis, and studying the variation of the signal efficiency and the impact of background 
processes.  
 
Andrew has made excellent progress during the course of his PhD such that for the last six to 
twelve months he is showing that he is ready to make the step to become a successful 
postdoctoral researcher. His attention to detail and ability to critique both his own work, and 
that of others, have improved significantly so that he is now able to work independently as 
efficiently as he is within a team. He is a strong communicator and has developed his 
presentation skills through numerous talks in LHCb meetings and at a conference (virtually, 
due to Covid-19). His programming skills in both C++ and python are strong and it is an area 
in which he is interested to continue learning and improving. In general, Andrew is a pleasure 
to work with as part of the analysis team. He has a strong work ethic and is self-motivated, 
with a willingness and interest to learn and understand new things. He presents his work at 
almost every biweekly analysis meeting, and is now happy to ask questions and make 
suggestions to other members of the group.  
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Future upgrades
• Focus on the future 
• Upgrade 1b (a.k.a. LS3 Enhancements) 
• Upgrade 2 

• For Upgrade 1b, focus on Sim11 for now 
• Build on the DD4Hep Run 3 detector 
• For Boole, some parts of this are still WIP 
• Latest updates in Simulation meeting yesterday 

• For Upgrade 2, more changes expected 
• Should use the DD4Hep framework though
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» Recap: new LHCb simulation framework LHCB-TDR-017

 General overview from the CALO perspective in D. Manuzzi’s talk

(a) Gauss (Sim10) current dependencies

(b) Gauss-on-Gaussino (Sim11) dependencies

 Gaussino
 new core simulation framework,
 created by extracting experiment-independent

components from Gauss,
 ideal test bed for new developments,

 Gauss-on-Gaussino
 new version of LHCb simulation framework,
 based on Gaussino’s core functionalities,
 adds LHCb-specific components and

configurations,

[1/17]M. Mazurek CALO parallel session, 106th LHCb week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1266605/
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Gaussino documentation 
Gauss-on-Gaussino documentation

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1266605/
https://gaussino.docs.cern.ch/master/index.html
https://lhcb-gauss.docs.cern.ch/Futurev5/index.html#
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Workflow reminder, Boole/Reco
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• Would like a lightweight digitisation for future upgrade studies 
• MC hits -> Reco 
• Skip raw banks 
• … 

• Implementation 
• Implement into Gauss, lightweight intermediate layer or start of reconstruction? 
• To run stand alone or in a hybrid Boole to include full digitisation where available

Workflow reminder, Boole/Reco
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Versioning of detector/conditions
• Need to support all of the Run 3, Upgrade 1b and Upgrade 2 detectors 
• Upgrade 1b builds on the Run 3 setup 
• Upgrade 2 more a complete change 

• Slides from Ben in the future upgrade simulation meeting 
• First preparations and scaffolding underway 
• Need to make sure what is implemented doesn’t clash elsewhere 
• Ensure it is kept in sync with Run 3 geometry and detector class updates when 

relevant 
• Further discussions and trial implementations should prove valuable
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1248537/#7-detector-package
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Coherent approach
• Clear we need to do our best to support stand-alone studies 
• Some things in place, happy to include your developments too! 

• Be mindful of different timescales involved 
• Upgrade 1b/LS3 enhancements are on a shorter timescale 

• Important to also have a more combined/full simulation 
• Must be kept in mind as we move towards  

scoping document 
• E.g. tracking system comprised of several  

sub-detectors 
• Simulation meetings the forum for this
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Figure 4.1: Schematic side view of the Phase-II detector.

within the LHCb acceptance from the initial interactions alone. These high multiplicities lead to
challenging conditions for track and vertex reconstruction. Using the Phase-I Upgrade VELO
detector design as a baseline, the performance of a number of potential modifications to the
detector geometry and materials has been evaluated at the proposed Phase-II luminosity, and their
e↵ects on the final physics performance studied using full Monte Carlo simulations. Figure 4.2
summarises the tracking performance of the baseline (Phase-I) design under luminosities expected
in the Phase-I and Phase-II Upgrade eras. The mean rate of reconstructing ghost tracks in the
VELO alone from spurious hit combinations increases dramatically from 1.6% to 40% for the
increased luminosity, even after tight track-quality requirements are imposed to limit the rate of
these ghosts. There is a corresponding reduction in tracking e�ciency, with the integrated value
within the LHCb acceptance falling from ⇠99% to ⇠96%. There is also a modest degradation in
the impact parameter (IP) resolution, driven by the e↵ect of the lowered tracking e�ciency on
the primary vertex (PV) resolution.

These losses in performance can be almost entirely recovered with a small number of design
improvements. Most notably, by decreasing the pixel pitch from 55µm to 27.5µm and reducing
the sensor silicon thickness from 200µm to 100µm, the ghost rate can be reduced back down to
2% while retaining a tracking e�ciency of 96%, to choose one working point. Another potential
design improvement would be the reduction of material. In the current and Phase-I Upgrade

21
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Fast simulation
• Gaussino provides infrastructure for fast simulations 
• Can interface with libraries such as Geant4 and machine learning methods 
• All in a coherent and robust way 
• More details in Michal’s talk from December LHCb week parallel 

• Effort already quite advanced (and appreciated)!
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» Fast simulations in LHCb
LHCB-FIGURE-2019-017
F. Ratnikov (CHEP, 2019)
M. Rama (ICHEP, 2020)

Model Generation Decay Propagation Status in G-on-G
ReDecay    done

ParticleGun    done
SplitSim    done
RICHless    under tests

TrackerOnly    under tests
Lamarr    (NEW) in progress

Point library    (NEW) in progress
GANs    (NEW) in progress

In-house parametrizations
 Lamarr

Idea: ultra-fast simulation option where not only the detector
response, but also the reconstruction is parametrized

NEW models for CALO
 Point library

Idea: Extract points from a collection and transform them
based on properties of the particle

 Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
Idea: use GANs trained on the data produced by a detailed
simulation to generate showers in ECAL

[3/17]M. Mazurek CALO parallel session, 106th LHCb week

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1221949/contributions/5150185/attachments/2560692/4413550/fast_simulations_calo_parallel_session_v2.pdf
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Test beams
• Simulation for test beam programmes can be implemented in Gaussino 
• Geometry can be included in python/GMDL/DD4HEP 
• Very basic example in the Gaussino documentation
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Tutorial from Michal on Gaussino and  
Gauss-on-Gaussino at LHCb week (talk)

https://gaussino.docs.cern.ch/master/examples/external_detector.html
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1251835/#356-from-prototypes-to-large-s
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Parallel Geometries
• Nice feature of Gaussino to compare different options at the same time 
• Compare materials, layouts etc 

• Useful for custom physics 
• E.g. replace a part of the detector 

with a parallel volume that is  
used to do the custom (aka fast) 
simulation 

• For more please see here and here
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Gauss/-/merge_requests/757#test-mixed_geometryqmt
https://gaussino.docs.cern.ch/master/configuration/parallel_geometry.html
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Figure 5: An example of a minimum bias event simulated for the Run3 beam conditions and

detector geometry using the current Gauss framework. An external plane-like detector that

collects information about traversing particles is depicted with the red line.
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https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Gauss/-/merge_requests/757#test-mixed_geometryqmt
https://gaussino.docs.cern.ch/master/configuration/parallel_geometry.html
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Pileup and spillover
• Areas to start thinking about 
• Pileup - number of PVs in each bunch crossing 
• Spillover - effects from interactions in previous/future bunch crossing 

• Why do we need to think about it? 
• Expecting pileup of around 40-50 interactions per bunch crossing! 
• Not feasible to just carry on as we are (no factor 10 in CPU pledges nor speed) 

• May require a variety of implementations 
• See Gloria’s talk on Friday for a few more thoughts on this topic
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https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/163/timetable/#20230331.detailed
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Conclusion
• Lots going on, but lots more to do 
• Need inputs from the detectors to finalise the Run 3 Sim11, for Boole especially 

• Gaussino and Gauss(-on-Gaussino) under active development 
• Ask on mattermost if you need help running latest  

versions (after checking the documentation!) 
• Should be ready for some future upgrade studies 

• Get in touch and let us know your needs 
• Also let us know if you have standalone code of general interest to include
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• Mattermost channels 
• Gaussino 
• Simulation 
• Geometry Validation

• See Gloria’s talk on Friday morning for more details

https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/163/timetable/#20230331.detailed

